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The cleaning of kitchen extraction equipment is
The cleaning of kitchen extraction equipment is
often done using highly-aggressive chemicals. With
often done using highly-aggressive chemicals. With
improper use, these can cause material damage and
improper use, these can cause material damage and
be harmful to the worker.
be harmful to the worker.
The change from a chemical to a mechanical cleanThe change from a chemical to a mechanical cleaning system presents ecological and health benefits.
ing system presents ecological and health benefits.
If fewer cleaning chemicals and less water are used,
If fewer cleaning chemicals and less water are used,
the environmental damage is reduced and the emthe environmental damage is reduced and the employees are no longer subjected to substances that
ployees are no longer subjected to substances that
may endanger their health.
may endanger their health.

Advantages of the Unger
Advantages of the Unger
cleaning system:
cleaning system:

Step 1-Cover equipment before cleaning.
Step 1-Cover equipment before cleaning.

• Sensible detail solutions combine cleaning power
• Sensible detail solutions combine cleaning power
with safe working in overhead areas
with safe working in overhead areas
• The fiber mixture of the microfiber components
• The fiber mixture of the microfiber components
enables an optimal dissolution of grease and dirt
enables an optimal dissolution of grease and dirt
• Eliminates time-consuming basic cleaning with an
• Eliminates time-consuming basic cleaning with an
easy-to-handle system for maintenance cleaning
easy-to-handle system for maintenance cleaning
• Low start-up costs for the basic set
• Low start-up costs for the basic set
In order to fulfill the goals of these requirements
In order to fulfill the goals of these requirements
and to check the practical relevance, the following
and to check the practical relevance, the following
Step 2-Spray cleaning solution onto brush and fill
points were assessed in the test:
Step 2-Spray cleaning solution onto brush and fill
points were assessed in the test:
bucket with clean water for rinsing.
• Dissolution of hardened grease deposits
bucket with clean water for rinsing.
• Dissolution of hardened grease deposits
• Cleaning of the grease runoff channel
• Cleaning of the grease runoff channel
• Cleaning of the entire interior and exterior areas without subsequent polishing of the stainless steel areas
• Cleaning of the entire interior and exterior areas without subsequent polishing of the stainless steel areas
This is a difficult task, especially the hard-to-reach areas of the hoods often contain significant grease
This is a difficult task, especially the hard-to-reach areas of the hoods often contain significant grease
accumulations.
accumulations.
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The cleaning process starts with the protection of the surrounding areas and the covering of the kitchen
The cleaning process starts with the protection of the surrounding areas and the covering of the kitchen
block with a protective sheet. The grease filters do not have to be removed for cleaning with the Unger
block with a protective sheet. The grease filters do not have to be removed for cleaning with the Unger
system; they can be cleaned at the same time, e.g. in a dishwasher.
system; they can be cleaned at the same time, e.g. in a dishwasher.
The Unger cleaning set is comprised of a sleeve handle with microfiber sleeve, a Velcro sleeve that is used
The Unger cleaning set is comprised of a sleeve handle with microfiber sleeve, a Velcro sleeve that is used
with a microfiber cloth, and a telescopic pole. The dosing sprayer called “Sprayer on a Belt” is used to apwith a microfiber cloth, and a telescopic pole. The dosing sprayer called “Sprayer on a Belt” is used to apply the cleaning solution. Optionally, a movable bucket can be used to dampen and wash out the sleeves.
ply the cleaning solution. Optionally, a movable bucket can be used to dampen and wash out the sleeves.
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exceptionally practical. The flexible soft rubber mateexceptionally practical. The flexible soft rubber material of the connector adapts to the water tap. This
rial of the connector adapts to the water tap. This
way, water can be drawn from any tap. It is no longer
way, water can be drawn from any tap. It is no longer
necessary to carry the bucket to the place where it
necessary to carry the bucket to the place where it
will be used since the bucket can roll comfortably on
will be used since the bucket can roll comfortably on
its wheels.
its wheels.
The green microfiber sleeve is placed on a swivel strip
The green microfiber sleeve is placed on a swivel strip
holder. After moistening the washing sleeve, a cleanholder. After moistening the washing sleeve, a cleaning solution is applied with the dosing sprayer. The
ing solution is applied with the dosing sprayer. The
spraying can be repeated several times, so that only
spraying can be repeated several times, so that only
the required quantity of cleanser is used.
Step 3-Clean corners and tight locations first.
the required quantity of cleanser is used.
Step 3-Clean corners and tight locations first.
Depending on the arrangement of the appliances
Depending on the arrangement of the appliances
in the kitchen area, the grease accumulations
in the kitchen area, the grease accumulations
on the surfaces of the hood are not equally thick in
on the surfaces of the hood are not equally thick in
all areas.
all areas.
The sleeve holder is placed on the adjustable telescopic
The sleeve holder is placed on the adjustable telescopic
poles. Thus, every part of the hood can be reached
poles. Thus, every part of the hood can be reached
easily since the adjustable head can be adapted to the
easily since the adjustable head can be adapted to the
most various angles.
most various angles.
Thanks to this method, there is no danger that
Thanks to this method, there is no danger that
cleanser will drip on the employee’s head during
cleanser will drip on the employee’s head during
Step 4a-For normal soilage, spray the chemical
Step
soilage, spray the chemical
overhead work. The length of the telescopic pole
can4a-For normal
onto the sleeve and apply.
overhead work. The length of the telescopic pole can solution solution
onto the sleeve and apply.
be adapted for various operations.
be adapted for various operations.
Very difficult deposits were also cleaned with a brush, which dissolves the deposits due to its stiff bristle
Very difficult deposits were also cleaned with a brush, which dissolves the deposits due to its stiff bristle
structure. Like the sleeve holder it is placed on the telescopic pole and can thus be used without a ladder.
structure. Like the sleeve holder it is placed on the telescopic pole and can thus be used without a ladder.
The fibers of the microfiber sleeve demonstrate their special cleaning power when dissolving hardThe fibers of the microfiber sleeve demonstrate their special cleaning power when dissolving hardened, stuck-on grease deposits. Thanks to their fineness and the raw surface, these microfibers break
ened, stuck-on grease deposits. Thanks to their fineness and the raw surface, these microfibers break
down and remove the greasy dirt. Their surface is so large that a sleeve can absorb up to six times
down and remove the greasy dirt. Their surface is so large that a sleeve can absorb up to six times
its own volume of dirt. It emerged that the microfibers show their effect best if during cleaning they
its own volume of dirt. It emerged that the microfibers show their effect best if during cleaning they
are not pressed too hard, but instead the fibers are allowed to glide over the surfaces several times.
are not pressed too hard, but instead the fibers are allowed to glide over the surfaces several times.
Encrusted dirt can be dissolved with the additional abrasive pad area on the side.
Encrusted dirt can be dissolved with the additional abrasive pad area on the side.
The special advantage of the microfiber sleeve on the sleeve holder is shown when cleaning the
The special advantage of the microfiber sleeve on the sleeve holder is shown when cleaning the
grease runoff channel. The fiber length (15 mm) of the sleeve is decisive for the cleaning power of
grease runoff channel. The fiber length (15 mm) of the sleeve is decisive for the cleaning power of
thechannel.
whole channel.
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